
Understanding the  
Future of Technology  

…and what it means for privacy, data  

protection, risk and the re/insurance business



Futurist Humanist 

Practical Wisdom



Human-machine convergence: redefining what it means to be human 



The future is better than we think - we just need to maintain the balance between humans and machines
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From a focus on feasibility and efficiency (IF & HOW) to a focus on reason, purpose and ethics

#digitalethics



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity…

… the biggest technology gold-rush ever!







Technology and Insurance is converging: the Future is not an extension of the present!



Data Protection?
Privacy?

Digital Rights?
Risks?













#HellVen



“Technology is morally neutral - until we apply it” William Gibson



Free, useful  
and convenient 

Tracked, addicted 
and dehumanised



BigData + Cloud +AI



AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)
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… but who will command that knowledge?



Landscape of Human Competence (Moravec, Tegmark) 

The rise of AI: huge impact on all aspects of the insurance business 







Machine-Thinking?
Reductionism? Dataism?



#bettermousetrap ?
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https://www.business.att.com/solutions/Service/internet-of-things/vehicle-solutions/usage-based-insurance/



How will you create a sustainable future that’s 

driven by data …but defined by humanity?



Human evolution: should we just do whatever is technically possible?





"Ethics is knowing 
the difference 

between what you 
have a right  

(or the power) to 
do and what is the 
right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart
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Why? Who?



The 2017 Asilomar AI principles: great overall guidance for the future of technology 

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders



                     DataMyning                             Datamining



If you don’t pay you are the content - the collapse of the Internet’s Faustian bargain model is near



Insurance for data abuse, digital identity-theft, rights violations?







    The End of Routine is coming to all industries, gradually then suddenly: 5-8 years

 Yet the end of routine tasks does not equal the end of human work



Machines  
don’t do 

relationships!



How you position yourself on this issue will define your future value

YOU



Technology: focus on magic, discourage manic, ban the toxic!

#DigitalEthics



Humanity ON-TOP 

of Technology!



Thanks for your time. 
Now, lets talk!
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